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Multiple choice - multiple answers (check)
Question 1

Edit

Which of the statements below are TRUE
about the Prescription Drug Marketing Act
(PDMA)? (Select all that apply.)
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Question 1.

0

The Act was originally created to prevent drug counterfeiting
Under the Act, retail pharmacies cannot receive drug samples from manufacturers
Under the Act, drug wholesalers must be licensed
Insert
break

Under the Act hospital pharmacies can sell drug samples to their own patients
Multiple choice - one answer (button)
Question 2

Child-resistant packaging is required for all of
the following drugs EXCEPT:
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Question 2.

0

diphenhydramine greater than 66 mg
oxycodone tablets
amoxicillin capsules 250 mg
Insert
break

sublingual nitroglycerin
Multiple choice - multiple answers (check)
Question 3

Which of the following statements are TRUE
about child resistant (CR) packaging? (Select
all that apply.)
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Question 3.

0

CR packaging should not be openable to children and adults over 50 yrs. old
Glass vials are re-usable
Prescribers may request blanket waivers for specific patients
Insert
break

Patients in WA may make verbal requests for waivers Note: prescribers may NOT request

Question 4

Which of the following does NOT contribute to
the definition of a tort?

Causal relationship
Professional duty
Criminal act
Failure to provide a required service
Insert
break

blanket waivers. Go to the Consumer
Multiple choice - one answer (button)
Products Safety Commission (CPSC)
website, and look for their
Edit publications,
Copy
Logic
Delete
there isMove
one concerning
CRC's. In part III of that booklet,
there is a Q & A section that describes
Label who can ask for a blanket waiver.
Points For
Question
4.
physicians,
their requests for0 a
prescription extend only to that
prescription and any refills of that
prescription and not to other
prescriptions for that patient unless
the non-crc request is renewed with
each Rx.
Multiple choice - one answer (button)

Question 5

As a pharmacist, if you are called to testify in
local court as an expert, what kind of
information would you most likely NOT be
expected to provide?
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Question 5.

0

Description of your pharmacist duties
Diagnosis of a medical condition
Description of the expected standard of care in your community
Your interpretation of pharmacy laws
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Multiple choice - one answer (button)
Question 6

What is TRUE about Medicare?
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Question 6.
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Medicare is funded by the state
Medicare covers pharmaceuticals for in-patients and out-patients
Medicare utilizes competitive bidding for certain pharmaceuticals
Insert
break

Hospitals treating Medicare patients must have JCAHO accreditation
Multiple choice - one answer (menu)
Question 7
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True/False: Violation of a regulation could be
considered negligence.
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Select one...
True
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False
Multiple choice - one answer (button)
Question 8

What is FALSE about needles and syringes in
WA?
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Question 8.
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Pharmacies are not required by law to stock needles and syringes
Persons buying needles and syringes are required to show proof of age
It is illegal for pharmacies to sell needles to known drug addicts
Pharmacies are not required to participate in needle exchange programs
Insert
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Multiple choice - one answer (button)
Question 9

Which of the following is NOT considered an
example of negligence?
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Question 9.
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Dispensing 1 mg tablets when the prescription states 10 mg tablets
Using personal and professional judgment to interpret poorly written prescriptions
Providing inaccurate drug information to the patient prior to dispensing
Refusing to dispense a drug due to concerns about drug allergies
Insert
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Multiple choice - one answer (menu)
Question 10

True/False: During patient counseling, it is
most important for the pharmacist to assess
drug allergies, drug-drug interactions, chronic
conditions, and potential therapeutic
duplication. It is not as important for the
counseling pharmacist to review the bottle
label and prescription during counseling.
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Total points: 0
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